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DOMETIC COOLAIR
RT780 

        

   

Product price:  

1.387,42 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

DOMETIC COOLAIR RT780 ROOF AIR CONDITIONER 

DOMETIC COOLAIR RT780 is a stationary rooftop air conditioner, designed as a single unit fits
all truck models. It installs quickly and requires no maintenance.

The Dometic CoolAir RT780 stationary rooftop air conditioner is designed for day trips and city
distribution services. It offers drivers a pleasant climate during short breaks and unavoidable
waiting times, for example during loading and unloading. As a compact air conditioner, the
Dometic CoolAir RT780 integrates all its components into one housing. The Dometic CoolAir
RT780 is available in two versions: with compressor inclination of 0° or 12°, to adapt to various
roof shapes. Customized mounting kits are available for all common truck models so that the
Dometic CoolAir RT780 can be adapted to a very wide range of vehicles.

The Dometic CoolAir RT780 stationary rooftop air conditioner, with all components housed in a
single unit, fits most truck cabs. It is easy to install and requires virtually no maintenance without
the need to top up the coolant. The Dometic CoolAir RT780 stationary rooftop air conditioner
includes a digital control panel, remote control unit and four adjustable air vents that make it easy
to achieve the ideal cab climate.

TECHNICAL FEATURES OF THE DOMETIC COOLAIR RT780 ROOF AIR CONDITIONER

Depth: 629 mm
Height: 284 mm
Width: 830 mm
Weight 22 kg
Input voltage (direct current): 24 V
Cooling capacity (ISO 5151): 820 W
Power consumption - Cooling mode (ISO 5151): 530 W
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Are you looking for a product with different characteristics? HERE you can find the entire range of
DOMETIC air conditioners and other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and subject to change by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Refrigerating yield: 820
Length (mm): 629
Width (mm): 284
Height (mm): 830
Input voltage (V): 24
Power consumption (W): 530
Weight (Kg): 22
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